Quizbowl Meta Packet 
Tossups by Auroni Gupta 
[NOTE TO BE READ TO EVERYONE BEFORE THE ACTUAL TOSSUPS BEGIN: IF ANY TOSSUP OR BONUS PART REFERS TO YOU, PLEASE ACKNOWLEDGE IT AND REMAIN SILENT] 
This phenomenon impacted a transcript of an email sent to Wren Elhai. Its instigator can no longer be verifiably said to have agreed with Jason Mueller because of it, and Jason Mueller can no longer be verified to have recommended "lay[ing] the hammer on UCLA." Outgrowths from the qbflame boards about Division II ICT eligibility are missing because of this event, and it may have caused the disappearance of a forum moderated by Stephanie Walker. It notably did not claim as its victim a thread titled “Dude, you suck”, the inaugural thread of the first AHAN forum. Caused by Matt Weiner’s accidental deletion of all non-poll threads before a certain time, For ten points, name this event which necessitated the judicious use of good backup practices on the hsquizbowl boards. 
ANSWER: Great Fuckup of 2004 [do not prompt on partial answers] 
In this person’s room at the 2008 HSNCT, a player put on a nametag parodying the classic Mukherjewish title, and a neg made later in that room was described as “tragic” on the IRC. His most famous highschool teammate lagged behind him by 23 points per game; that teammate later would boast of having a major world religion headquartered in his hometown. He enjoys such bands as Less than Jake and, like his Madras-print-sporting teammate, was cajoled into complying with NAQT's "no shorts" rule for two days. For 10 points, name this myth expert from the University of Minnesota, coiner of "BEEEEEEES!" 
ANSWER: Rob Carson [prompt on Ro; Robe; Roberto; Rob; do not accept Orb; accept Gautam Kandlikar until the end of the first sentence] 
It’s not Santa Monica, but its members once lit a gasoline fire in a school bus, causing substantial damage. One of its players, despite not being Guy Tabachnick, presumably has deep meerkat knowledge and placed 677th individually at the 2006 HSNCT. One female team member, a teammate of Tiffany Tumino and Alex Jeffries, is not related to another with a similar name, although their siblings have allegedly dated. Containing a player whom Chris Ray believes “doesn’t entirely suck”, it suffered an embarrassing loss to Thomas Jefferson B at PACE NSC 2008. For 10 points, name this team in Cleveland, Ohio, coached by Bob Kilner. 
ANSWER: Garfield Heights 
One devotee of this principle earned a solid #34 spot on the Definitive List of the best quizbowl players ever; that player, Victor Rosenberg, led effective “Three Boys and a Goy” teams in the mid-nineties. A more famous follower of this philosophy blames the consequences of his playing style to his immense “burden of knowledge”, which does not extend to the works of Nwajwa, rather than to this philosophy. It accounts for such statlines as 5-29-33 and 41-76-74, while its logical conclusion was reached by Stephen Nichols at the 2007 CBI Nationals, who zeroed himself with a line of 21-42. An extreme case of lateral thinking and defined by buzzing at the first inkling of an answer, for 10 points, name this school of buzzing, whose namesake is some hobo from Michigan.
ANSWER: Ryan Westbrook Method [prompt on Ryan Westbrook] 
He’s not Vladimir Nabokov, but he began a composition with the phrase “light of my life, fire of my loins”. His readymades, according to Susan Ferarri, include crumpled-up NAQT packets and printouts of his effusive praise of Gaddis. Donkey Kong, among other figures, appears in his signature. He is an occasional IRC visitor, but his presence in the channel is hampered by the expiration of his xFire trial. He penned the lines “Beast of beasts, god among the mortals” to describe a player affectionally known as Shmoo. He also whined about the book selection at Sun n Fun. For 10 points, name this Weekend of Quizbowl lit singles winner from Walter Johnson, a native Japanese speaker.
ANSWER: Daichi Ueda [prompt on daichi, daiCHI, DAICHI, etc.] 
One ensued after its subject vaguely recalled an observatory in a certain location, while another resulted from the inability of some trees to “narrow it down” to an incident in the Italian War. Another occurred because a single word let its subject to think that it was referencing a stock Prague Spring clue, and a few occurred against “that crappier player Eric Mukherjee”. The opening one was a clear case of bad luck in which two separate Dacian Wars were conflated, but less excusable ones included “Battle of Kirina” and “Chichen Itza”, and would also have included “Hephaestus”. For 10 points, name these demerits accrued by a player from Maryland and recorded by teammate Charles Meigs in a namesake diary. 
ANSWER: Negs made by Chris Ray at ACF Nationals 2008 [accept obvious equivalents; accept Esteban Cordova for Chris Ray; prompt on partial answers; do not prompt on Chris Ray or Esteban Cordova by itself] 
The tau-theta puzzle refers to the difficulties in distinguishing between two of its four members, and one member of this group won the Triple Crown after its decline in prestige. Another member of this group later beat a certain individual to a tossup about his head; that person, Dave Rappaport, goes by “your mom” on the boards. “Motherfucking” was an epithet given to yet another member of this group, and that individual has absolutely nothing to do with a movie by Disney. Their well-earned 11-2 record was obtained after forcing a “decisive game which went down to the final tossup”. For 10 points, name this team sporting arguably the most facial hair in quizbowl history, composed of such individuals as Ryan Westbrook, Adam Kemezis, and Will Turner, in addition to the aforementioned Dave Rappaport. 
ANSWER: Michigan at ACF Nationals 2006 
One of this person’s plays was a history of her probable-uncle Otto II, while prefaces to her other works seek to validate her love of the pagan Terence. Her six short plays include Gallicanus and Abraham, for which she probably used the Apocrypha and Acta Sanctorum as a source. Her stories are designed to “glorify chastity” and promote good, wholesome Christian morals, but in quizbowl, she is better known for earning a spot in The Confederacy of Dunces and Judy Chicago’s The Dinner Party, and for barging into an already chaotic Ghetto Warz 2004 set. Noted doppelganger of Andrew Yaphe Nathan James wants to see a 2/2 distribution of her at future tournaments. For 10 points, name this “wind of Gandersheim” and pet topic of Willie Chen’s. 
ANSWER: Hrotswitha von Gandersheim 
This player is a great fan of the work Kokoro, and he also came to another player’s help in finding the music for a scene in the Japanese movie Ran. He agreed that a bonus part on multivariate calculus was too hard, and pointed out a mistake in which two games at ACF Regionals were recorded as having 0 tossups heard. Sixty questions from a student-faculty game were the basis for one of his projects, which originally started on EsperNet. Steven Feldman once described him as being on everyone’s side. A noted Spain futbol fan, For 10 points, name this player formerly of Naperville High School, who runs the bot on #scobowl. 
ANSWER: Alejandro Lopez-Lago 

A self-referential remark by this figure paints him as a “buzzer gneiss”, while a drawn-out unfunny response feigns excitement at his pronouncement of another player’s 20 points per game. The central character of his most famous work embarks on a “nun’s priest’s tale of conquest”, with his allies being one who can “visit the inside of your head” and thus send you to your “ethnically ambiguous death”. In addition to allying Rom and Chris Ray, the main character of his most famous work is not just reading The Master of Ballantrae, if you know what he means. This individual has to return to smuggling Darjeeling tea across the Indian border and wishes he could be adopted by Angelina Jolie, so he can see his hero’s “prowess on Jr. tossups”. For 10 points, name this individual who “may live in Bhutan”, an alias of Charles Meigs who claims that 2008 is the year of Jonathan Magin. 
ANSWER: umdquizbowlfan [Prompt on Charles Meigs]
A lesser known member of this group built a secret underwater tunnel from Singapore to Hawaii; that man, the Prince of Space, would later lend his “Mighty Jack” to the accomplishment of a certain task. Another of this group’s accomplishments was more controversial, as it was believed to have been achieved by two Scotsmen and one Chinaman; that task, the tying of Clinton Medovich to the flagpole outside of Washburn High School, was final revenge for the wrongs of this group’s most famous member, which include transferring LeAnn Kearney’s love to him. Its most famous member presumably had to donate an appendix to join either it or the Nakatamo cult, but he would not comment on either of those interviews. Nominating the Grand Guru of Science to a position in the UCS, For 10 points, name this group which helped Eric Mukherjee gain social acceptance at Brown University. 
ANSWER: Moondance League 
Shawn Pickrell provided a correction to one of this individual’s points, which include a warning to “WATCH IT” with a certain subsection of females. One minor issue harped on by this individual was the community spelling of “a lot”, and this personality once asked for expensive Christmas presents to be emailed to a provided email address. A list of rules to live by as a female was promised but never delivered, but as long as said females “stopp[ed] that giggling”, this figure would probably have been satisfied. Matt Weiner was able to identify one of her bullet points as pertaining to an incident involving frozen custard, but the vast majority of this entity's points seem to be referring to Andy Goss. For 10 points, identify this dispenser of social advice and “how to get ass”, probably the product of the female members of the Chicago team in the early millennium. 
ANSWER: NACutie 
A one-time pastime of bored IRCgoers was to comically misspell this person’s IRC name, and Charlie Dees notably whined that “it took me two minutes before I could find one that they’d let me use”. He once went away to study with a Bengali girl he later found was taken, and other acquaintances of his include one who will, in fact, eat Greg Peterson. He is apparently fond of the sexually depraved, asserting that “if it isn’t funny enough I won’t get it”, a trait which helped him nail a tossup on something from Polynesian mythology from a messed-up leadin. His avatar has recently changed to something from Dinosaur Comics, which probably commemorates his new moderatorial status. For 10 points, identify this writer of the Chicago Open 2008 social sciences tournament, a pretty damn good player from the University of Illinois. 
ANSWER: Trygve Meade [if they give the first name, don’t accept it unless they pronounce it tryg-veeeee] 
He created a scary, devoid-of-life woman in one of his works; that woman, Izumi Ohara, wouldn’t go all the way with Hajime and loses her mind after that man sleeps with her cousin. Another of his works sees the protagonist performing a proper funeral for a telephone circuit box. When Auroni Gupta asked Jonathan Magin and Eric Kwartler about how dark they thought a certain work was, they chastised him for “putting [this man’s work] into categories”. Steven Feldman, who was reading a more famous work of his, carelessly left it lying about and his sister reported it to his mother. With novels from the The Trilogy of the Rat out-of-print, his work has been surreptitiously passed around to other interested readers. For 10 points, identify this writer of South of the Border, West of the Sun and The Wind-Up Bird Chronicle, an author who is incredibly popular with quizbowlers. 
ANSWER: Haruki Murakami 
He once found fault with an ad for “Fair and Lovely” for perpetuating the idea that whiter skin is hotter, and he more famously took issue with a SmartGenie ad that wasn’t racist enough. Off-television roles for this man include possibly stalking a Caltech girl who was already taken, and, along with his posse, taking girls of the same ethnicity to prom. Yet another person who ran into trouble with Division II eligibility, he notably stated that our Sun is part of the Andromeda Galaxy. An exemplar of Weiner’s Law #5, he has whined about certain psychology topics not coming up, which he blamed on ACF’s “hidebound conservatism”. For 10 points, name this occasional target and adversary of the UCLA quizbowl team, an Indian quizbowl personality who currently plays for Berkeley. 
ANSWER: Yogesh Raut 
A poster from this organization once sold Mello Yello at its associated bookstore, while Pinyan always almost gets hit by a “Car”, a noted object listed in their lexicon. In response to a post calling out this organization, a poster feigned ignorance of CBI policies to “prevent people from enjoying quizbowl outside of CBI”. A more notable person on this program is “crying in his sleep” because it decided to forgo ACF Nationals for CBI one year, while its ranks include someone who had to sing Schubert’s Mass in G, “The Friar”. For 10 points, name this program with such members as Gorden Arsenoff, a college quizbowl team in Saint Louis. 
ANSWER: Washington University in St. Louis [accept WashU] 
One of his arguments was fallaciously edited for public mocking by Jeff Price, but this backfired and almost brought Chris Ray’s wrath upon him. Charlie Dees rebutted another of his arguments which claimed that Dorman A could have just been outplayed at the 2008 HSNCT, but even less defensible posts of his include an argument with Rob Carson over his inability to recognize a “joke”. Spending most of his time in the music thread, he claims he to want to take his kids to good tournaments. For 10 points, name this coach of a school in Camden, Delaware, a fan of heavy metal music and making fun of his mentally handicapped students.
ANSWER: that Caesar Rodney guy [or CHRZ; or Andrew Chrzanowski] 
Noted ellipsis-abusing poster Steven Feldman would have had more fun at ASS II had there been more of this. A BRYCE SMASH was later edited in order to point out that he recognized this. A death haiku for AHAN Jr wonders where else people would go with this. It was grouped with House, chapstick, and nail guns in the first round of the tournament of awesome, while an early Jerry Vinokurov post expounded on his belief that primary knowledge was much better than this type of knowledge. 1/1 of it is provided by several tournament announcers to exemplify typical question formatting, and it has supplanted academic ACF Pyramid as the primary form of ACF Pyramid played. For 10 points, name this hilarious subcategory of trash which is being played right now. 
ANSWER: meta 
In Athens, an Archon of this title would have to give up his wife to Dionysus in order to protect the city’s safety. The Empress Irene rejected Charlemagne’s marriage proposal after adopting this title, but it is much better known in quizbowl to refer to someone who could have a bright future at Auburn-Montogomery, who was brought to the limelight by an individual “still not studying his oceanography”. This individual sported an extremely poor 15 points per bonus, but nonetheless was described as having “great intelligence” by his friend’s mother. His 35:1 neg ratio sparked immediate suspicion, and it was later uncovered that he had won a fancy scholarship to attend USC early. For 10 points, name this fraudulent winner of Trojan Warz III, a player once from Amelia High School. 
ANSWER: Basileus 
A simmer-down time of about 10-20 minutes is characteristic of one of these. Another of these might get you a “cup of coffee”, while yet another puts a certain group of people in a flirty/chatty [READ: Flirty SLASH Chatty] mood. A description of how to apply one is interspersed with Austin Powers quotes, while two of the usually ineffective ones are called Liquid Trust and Perception Gel. Its most famous user, however, better not have had it on while in his parked car in the garage, the white women might have noticed him. Including such products as Chikara, AE, and SOE, For 10 points, name these synthetic products which will get girls to think What A Great Guy you are, which were once explored by Papool Chaudhari. 
ANSWER: pheromones [acknowledge a longer pronunciation of the word]
 


